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Let C&KY!) b< the class of all directed gra without loops zad wilhaut m~~ti~ie 
arcs, such that each graph G has N vertice ci arcs. A primal subgraph of G is 
generated by deleting one vertex and all the a ng out from this viwex or into it. We 
conjecture that if G E CP(n:n). where (n(n - 1)/2) + 1 <(i< n(~ - I). and if G is 
strongly connecter:, then it has a strongly connected primal subgraph. Skis conjecture is 
rified for n = 3, 4, and 5 (Theorems 1, 3’ and 5). Two related results hoId for all II 
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these three vertices. A graph is strostgly c’onnec:ed if between every pair of 
distinct vertices (k) and (0 there is a path from I/<) to (I). The pi-if~ul @rirzcipl 
rttnsirmd) subgraph G(E), I’ E ( 1. . . . , n} of G is formed by d 
vertex (l) and all arcs having (F) as initial or termi ~a! vertex. 
the number of zxx in G by ti: G E CP(Q;LI) mc:ms G belongs to the class of 
graphs havirig rr vertices and [I arcs. 
We stat2 the iollowing. 
n(r1 .- 1) 
d,, = ---j-- + 1. ir) 
cl,, 6 d < n(n - 1). (3) 
We verify this conjecture first in !A 1-3 trivial case It = 3 (at the end of this 
introduction), then for n = 4 (in Section 3) and finally for n = 5 (in Section 5). 
For the proofs we use two results which ho!d for all 12. First, for any given M, 
the validity of the conjecture for C?(n:d,,) implies its validity for aI1 classes 
CC(n; d), where d,, and cf satisfy Eqs. (1) and (2) (Section 2). ‘The second rest& 
implies the validity of the conjecture for the “main” set of CPjrt + I. d,l _f ). if the 
conjecture hoEds for the whole class CT(n;d,,) (Section 4). To prove the COR- 
jecture for each n, we would have to prove it also for two additional sets (called 
non B and non C) of Cp(n:d,,). This we succeeded to do only for n = and 
n=5. 
We add some remarks. 
(i) ?he adjacency matrix A = (ax-,):, of a graph G with n vertices is d O-l 
matrix defined as follows: nhr = ‘1 if and only if the arc (k, t) belongs to 6. G is 
strc ugly connected if and only if A is irreducible [3]. The primal subgraphs 
G(f), I < C < n of G correspond to the princip al maximal submatrices of A. It 
will be convenient to use both graphs (to check whether a primai subgraph is 
c :e which arcs are 3 t our disposal). 
(ii) Our conjectur e is a generalization of a recent result of 
the analogue of ihe conjecture for any n, 
~~rl~~~~~~~~ that n(n - I ),/2 arcs are given explicitly: each (k, I’) with I < I d k 6 n 
belongs to G([2], Lemma i..‘(b)). Their result was seminal for the present paper. 
(iii) Every property of the graph G used here is invariant under auto- 
morphisms of G. 11: other words, we may permute the K vertices (X-). if< k < n, 
- 
, we may assume Fh:iF G has pro ertyA:L2U((1).(2))k 
srrongiy connected. ut for n >, 4 we 
C E CC(n; G!,!,,), where 
of the form (k, P), where 1 < k < n an 
neither G itself, nor alxy of its 
e that all arcs, bu 
dd~tiona~ arc is (1, 
2. 
‘e shall need the follo;ving notions ([I]. p. 
ect& if it is strongly connected and if. b 
to be strongly connected. Let E be a set >f v 
r/!e set D means deleting any arcs connecting 
all the vertices of W with a single one of these v 
following result ([I], p. 123, Theorem 11, 
Theorem [I J. 
For the proof of the main result of this section we need the fol~o~v~~g ie 
Note the analogous statem not ho - 
consistin two double arcs I,2 an ongs to 
connected. 
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Assume 11 b 4 and let 6’ E CE(n + l;d’), where 
(n + I)n -+l<d’<(n-!-qn. 
2 (3) 
y the shrinkage of the above set, D = {cl), (2)}, we obtain a grap 
G E Ce(iz,d’ - 2). Eq. (3) implies 
n(n - 1) 
----i-l<d’--2. 
2 
f d’ - 2 6 11(11 - 1), t uction assumption, G 15 not ~n~~a~ly 
connected; if n(n - 1) < d’ - 2 then G has multiple arcs. Theorem [l] implies 
that 6’ is not min~~lly connected. 0 
e now state the main result of this section. 
2. Let n 2 3 be given. If the conjecture holds jbr cdl stronpj~ connected 
graphs of CO(n: d,,). then it cdso holds for al! strongl_v cvnrzected gscphs of the 
clrsses CC(n; d). Here d,, and d scitisf~ Eqs. ( 1) and (2). 
oof. For n = 3 this is trivial (cf. Theorem 1). So we assume that n 2 
atisfy d,l < d < n(n -. I), and let G be a strongly connected 
Lemma 1, G is not rn~ni~na~iy connected. Thus there exists an arc 
‘ng this arc we obtain a graph Gt E Ce(n: d - I), 
which is strongly connec y Lemma 1, Gt is not minimally connected. If 
until we reach a strongly connecte 
n of the theorem, G, has a strongly 
. . . . n}.G=G,Ut=, (n,.,b,),thatisG, 
is formed by deleting some arcs of G. (6, 
P) is a strongly connected p 
strongly connected. Cl 
), leaves this subgraph ~~rirna~ and 
-- 
e always use operty A: the ea belongs to G. 
to ain set if it sat 
I), (4, 2) - is permitted. 
At least for one bottom vertex, say (2), there e 
uch that (2) is the initial vertex of an u 
vertex of a down arc. Such pairs are (2, 3), (3, 2); (2, 3)_ (4, 2). etc. 
ts arcs are t 
~~lrt~a~ graph of G (see end of Section 2). cl 
given grapk 
of C6(4: 7). \ve not 
202 
As non (B n C) ‘_= (non B) U (non C), we have to verify the conjecture for 
e two additional sets non B and non C of Ce(4: 7). 
we assume, as always, that it conta’ 
conriains two pairs of arcs of the fo 
(q’, 1). (4’.2) where (4Mq’) E ((3). (4)). 
additional seventh arc is. 
(b) Similarly the case (q) = (4’) is excluded. This would yield three -- 
arcs. say 1,2.1,3 and 2.3 and vertex (4) would be strange. 
(c) The only remaining case is one pair going up and th 
(q) # (4’). Say (1, 3),(2, 3) and (4, 1),(4, 2). n this case the sevent 
arc has to be (3,4) otherwise at least one of the top vertices 
G(1) and G(2) are strongly connected. 
connected primal subgraphs has only t 
f G belongs to the set non C, neither (1) and nor (2) is a vertex of a pair of 
arcs such that one arc goes up and the other down. 
re 5x 
1 verti at least, 
one down arc (N, I) and (2) must be the initial vertex of, at ieast, one 1-m arc 
(2.q’); (Y), (0’; E {(3);(4)). 
(a) Abstirne (q) = (4’) = (3;. So G has the arcs 1,2, (3, 1) and (2,3), and G(G) 
is a strongly connected 
additional three arcs. 
graph of 6, independent o 
in the future, we always 
where the whole graph G turns out to be not strongly 
(b) 42 q’. Say we have (4, 1) and (2, 3). Four arcs 
forbidden (up from ( 1) and down 
places (x ) for three arcs. (Fig. 2) 
to (2)). So we have a matrix with four 
are given an;d four are 
6-g. i. 
Fig. 2. 
at (2.. 4) GE- (3, 4) 8X- (4, 3) 
the canjecture for a!! three sets an 
n > 4. d,:, given by Eq. i I), is s e same sense. 
et n > 4 and let G belong to CP(n -t 1: d,,_; ), where 
d 
(n 4 l)n 
n+l = --+ 1. 2 (41 
As always, we assume that 1,2 E 
Cl(n + 1; CA,,.,.,) if it satisfics the a 
ere exist at most it - 2 
C. As in Section 3, we assume t 
er!: exists at least one pair of arcs such that (3) is : itial vented o 
e proof is 
this time 
similar to the 
we have also 
proof given in 
to prove that 
Section 3 for II i- 1 = 
G’ and G’ are strong”:y 
(a) §tarting from the strmgly connected graph G, which 
we b~~~~d the graph 6‘ by erasing the 
irs of arcs mentioned in Assumption 
at most n - 2 SIX f no such pair exists. then c” = 6;. As G was s;rongly 
connected, so is 6*. ndeed, if a path in G contained the arc (1. q) or (q. i 1, 
W e pairs mentioned in As~~lmption 
arc can now be replaced bv the subpath (1.2. (j) or (4.2.1). Let dP be the 
number of arcs in G”. Eq. (4) implies 
n(n - i) --+1&P&y-l <n(n-1). 
2 
(c) As @ is a strongly connected graph of Cr(n:ti*), it follows by the as- 
y Theorem 2, and by Eys. (l). (2) and (S) t 
imal subgraph c’(t). /’ E {i. 3.. . . . )I c i }. 
c*(i) 
, . . . . n + I) is strongly connected, then so is G’(t). If 
is strongly connected, the11 as (_?( 1) has the set { (3). . . . . In + k }} as 11s 
set of vertices, it follows by Assumption C that G”( 1) k strorhgly connected 
(e) As G” has a strongly connected prima! subgraph G*(r), 
i?E {1.3..... u + l), it follows that C(I) is a strong;ly connected primal sub- 
er to 
it for 
with five vertices, we 
e subset non, B(= non 
Q 1 1 1 1 
I (31 





at two top vertices coincide. So the ~0~~0~~~~ 
(1,5), (2.5). The three ~ern~i~~ng arcs mst 
is a strongly connected primal subgraph, whiie in the last cnse G( 1) is 
s case (c) and we thus have proved Lemma 2. !Il 
A gap belongs to the 
an up arc a down ax. 
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reversal of all arcs and tra~s~~siti~~ of t 
- 
the six arcs (1, 3 
ain ten free places for sever, arcs to 
ese seven arcs 
out loss 
rst case. 
of generality we a 
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Fig. 7 
set, and G(4) is a 
e set 
ca as in case (a) of this lemma). 
strongly comlecte 
4) can again be reduced 
e proof of case (b) and we thus have proved Lemma 3. ??
and 4 imply the validity of the conjecture for t 
s arid the last two lemmas pr~;c it for the whole 
2 we finally obtain 
tizrt-r 
0 prove the conjecture for all tl, it would suffice to prove it for the sets non 
and non C of the classes Cl’(91: d,,). er this can be done, by induction or 
erwise, remains to be seen. 
ful remarks. Special tha 
is proofs in all five cases 
my preview proois. So 
ban the original one. 
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